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  Access UQ DAM › Read the UQ DAM user guide ›
The UQ Digital Asset Manager (DAM) provides a single source of truth for all UQ digital assets and is the central location for marketing and content distribution. Please source and use assets only from this location.
Due to security issues identified, the DAM is only accessible from a UQ IP address, or while connected to the VPN. 
Instructions on connecting to the VPN can be found here. If you have any issues with connecting to the VPN contact ITS support. 
The UQ DAM is intended to:
	provide a new way of working to help UQ staff work more efficiently
	enable seamless collaboration with suppliers
	promote and protect the UQ brand
	provide a library of high-quality, fresh images
	reduce the volume and cost of stored images and videos.

UQ staff can access the DAM to view and download:
	images
	video
	templates
	logos (approval required).

When you download assets from the DAM they will be in a zip folder. 
These will automatically open on a Mac, but if you use a PC you will need to manually unzip the files. You can find instructions on unzipping files here. 


UQ logo requests
To ensure your logo download request is actioned, you must provide a reason for your request. To ensure a timely and positive response, please provide as much information as possible including: 
	What the logo is being used for 
	Where the logo will appear (eg: website, brochure, merchandise)

This information is important to ensure you are using the correct version and file format for the intended purpose. If you are unsure, please contact brand@uq.edu.au
Selecting the right UQ logo 
The default logo for all recruitment and marketing applications is the UQ lockup: purple. It includes our ‘Create change’ tagline which reinforces what the University stands for, and is applicable for all audiences across all communication.
For research, academic or any co-branded applications you will need to use the UQ logo: purple. It has no tagline, and is more appropriate for formal situations. It also allows for maximum logo real estate in co-branded situations. 
If you are requesting a mono or reverse option of the logo please include the reason for your selection or your request will be declined. 
Refer to the one page explainer to understand the various UQ logos and where they are used. 
You can find the answers to frequently asked questions about the UQ DAM below. If you have a question that is not answered here or in the guidelines document, please contact us at damsupport@uq.edu.au.
 











  
    


  [bookmark: 0]How do I access the UQ DAM? 

  
        Visit digital-assets.uq.edu.au and you will be prompted to login using your UQ SSO. Please note that if you are accessing the DAM remotely you will need to be connected to the UQ VPN. 



  






[bookmark: 1]If I am not a UQ staff member can I access the database?

  
        The UQ DAM is intended for the use of UQ staff only. The UQ Brand Portal is for external suppliers like photographers and videographers to share assets and projects in a two-way communication.
Certain organisations that have close links with UQ may be able to access the database on a case-by-case basis (for example UQ Sport or UQ Colleges).
Contact us at damsupport@uq.edu.au you think this applies to you and would like to discuss access. 



  






[bookmark: 2]How is the UQ DAM different to UQ Images? 

  
        While the UQ DAM incorporates all the recent and brand approved images and video from UQ Images, it is more than an image library, and will be the single source of truth for all UQ produced digital assets.
Currently the UQ DAM houses images and video along with branded Adobe and Microsoft templates and logos, with much more to come.



  






[bookmark: 3]Are all the images from UQ Images in the DAM? 

  
        No, in preparation for migrating to the DAM a comprehensive clean-up was done in UQ Images to ensure that only recent, brand compliant images are available in the DAM.



  






[bookmark: 4]Which UQ logo should I be using? 

  
        Read the one page explainer on which logo to use in which situation. UQ’s logos are part of our brand assets, which are carefully monitored to ensure they are used correctly and consistently for external audiences. More information about the UQ logo suite can be found on page 20 of the UQ DAM guidelines.



  






[bookmark: 5]Why was my download request declined? 

  
        If your download request was declined it could be for a few reasons depending on the asset type:
	You may not have provided enough detail in your request for it to be accurately assessed.
	You may have requested a logo that was not fit for your intended purpose.  




  






[bookmark: 6]I requested to download an asset a few days ago and haven’t heard anything.

  
        Requests are manually assessed. Please allow 3 business days for requests to be processed.



  






[bookmark: 7]I have images/video I think should be added to the DAM. 

  
        Great! We would love to see all recent, brand compliant images that would be of use to other areas of the university. Only approved staff members who have undergone DAM Admin training can upload assets. Get in touch with the DAM Manager for more information.



  






[bookmark: 8]I am looking for an old or historical image, but can’t find anything suitable, is there somewhere else I can locate photos?

  
        The UQ DAM is intended for current marketing purposes, so while it has some historical photos, it is not an exhaustive source for historical images of UQ.
If you are looking for a historic photo, we suggest you also try the following avenues:
	Search UQ Library’s eSpace database: espace.library.uq.edu.au  
	Email archives@uq.edu.au with your request.




  






[bookmark: 9]I am a UQ staff member, but I would like to use images from the database for a non-work related project (e.g. a social or sporting club newsletter or volunteer activities).

  
        In most cases this is not permitted, however if you believe your situation warrants special consideration, please contact us at damsupport@uq.edu.au with your request. No UQ images can be used for commercial or marketing purposes outside of UQ and its subsidiaries.



  






[bookmark: 10]My family member or I worked at UQ or was at a UQ event and was photographed, and I would like copies of those photos.

  
        Contact us at damsupport@uq.edu.au with all the details you have and we will do our best to locate the photos and send them to you. Images supplied for this purpose are intended for personal use only and should not be reproduced in any other medium without requesting permission.



  






[bookmark: 11]What is metadata, and what is it used for?

  
        Metadata is the descriptive information that makes searching for images possible (e.g. descriptors, image titles and key words). This data is expected to be supplied by photographers, but must be confirmed by the UQ staff member uploading the photos.  



  



















    
  
    


  

  
  
        

    
	
		Talk to DAM Support

	


	(+61 7) 334 67615 


	damsupport@uq.edu.au 
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        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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